With the advent of IR (Industrial Revolution) 4.0, the spread of sensors in IoT (Internet of Things) may generate massive data, which will challenge the limited sensor storage and network bandwidth. Hence, the study of big data compression is valuable in the field of sensors. A problem is how to compress the long-stream data efficiently with the finite memory of a sensor. To maintain the performance, traditional techniques of compression have to treat the data streams on a small and incompetent scale, which will reduce the compression ratio. To solve this problem, this paper proposes a block-split coding algorithm named "CZ-Array algorithm," and implements it in the shareware named "ComZip." CZ-Array can use a relatively small data window to cover a configurable large scale, which benefits the compression ratio. It is fast with the time complexity O(N) and fits the big data compression. The experiment results indicate that ComZip with CZ-Array can obtain a better compression ratio than gzip, lz4, bzip2, and p7zip in the multiple stream data compression, and it also has a competent speed among these general data compression software. Besides, CZ-Array is concise and fits the hardware parallel implementation of sensors.
Introduction
With the advent of IR (Industrial Revolution) 4.0 and the following rapid expanding of IoT (Internet of Things), lots of sensors are available in various fields, which will generate massive data. The soul of IR 4.0 and IoT with intelligent decision and control relies on these valuable data. But the spreading sensors' data also bring problems to the smart systems, especially in the WSN (wireless sensor network) with precious bandwidth. Due to the limited storage capacity and network bandwidth, GBs or TBs of data in IoT make an enormous challenge to the sensors.
Data compression is a desirable way to reduce storage usage and speed up network transportation. In practice, stream data are widely used to support the large data volume which exceeds the maximum storage of a sensor. For example, a sensor with an HD (high-definition) camera can deal with its video data as a long stream, despite its small memory. And in most cases, a lot of sensors in the same zone may generate similar data, which can be gathered and com-pressed as a stream, and then transmitted to the back-end cloud platform. This paper focuses on the sensors' compression which has strict demands about low computing consumption, fast encoding, and energy saving. These special demands exclude most of the unfit compression algorithms. And we pay attention to the lossless compression because it is general. Even a lossy compression system usually contains an entropy encoder as the terminal unit, which depends on the lossless compression. For example, in the image compression, DCT (discrete cosine transform) algorithm [1] needs a lossless compressor. Some lossy compression algorithms can avoid the entropy encoder, such as SVD (singular value decomposition) algorithm [2] , but they often consume more computation resources and energy than a lossless compressor.
A problem is about the finite memory of each sensor under the long-stream data. The sensors have to compress GBs of data or more, while a sensor has only MBs of RAM (random access memory) or less. In most of the traditional compression algorithms, the compression ratio depends on the size of the data window, which is limited by the capacity of the RAM. To maintain the performance, traditional techniques have to treat the data streams on a small and incompetent scale, which will reduce the compression ratio.
For example, the 2 MB data window cannot see the stream data out of 2 MB at a time; thus, the compression algorithm cannot merge the data inside and outside this window, even if they are similar and compressible. The window scale restricts the compression ratio. Unfortunately, due to the limited hardware performance and energy consumption of the sensors, it is difficult to enlarge the data window for the long-stream data compression.
Moreover, multiple data streams are common in IoT, such as the dual-camera video data, and these streams may have redundant data that ought to be compressed. But since the small data window can see only a little part of a stream, how can it see more streams so that they can be merged?
In our previous papers, we have designed and upgraded a compression format named "CZ format" which can support the data window up to 1 TB (or larger) [3, 4] and implemented it in our compression software named "ComZip." But the sensor's RAM still limits the data window size. And using flash memory to extend the data window is not good, because the compression speed will fall evidently.
To solve the problems of long-stream data compression with limited data window size, this paper proposes a block-split coding algorithm named "CZ-Array algorithm" and implements it in ComZip. CZ-Array algorithm has the following features:
(1) It splits the data stream into blocks and rebuilds them with the time complexity O(N) so that the data window can cover a larger scale to fit the big data compression (2) It builds a set of matching links to speed up the LZ77 compression algorithm [5] , depressing the time complexity from O(N 2 ) into O(N)
(3) It is concise for the hardware design in the LZ77 encoder pipeline, so that the sensors may use parallel hardware to accelerate the LZ compression
We do some experiments on both platforms x86/64 and ARM (Advanced RISC Machines), to compare the efficiencies of data compression among ComZip with CZ-Array, gzip, lz4, bzip2, and p7zip. The experiment results indicate that ComZip with CZ-Array can obtain the best compression ratio among these general data compression software in the multiple stream data compression, and it also has competent speed. Besides, the algorithm analysis infers CZ-Array is concise and fits the hardware parallel implementation of sensors.
To make further experiments, we provide 2 versions of ComZip on the website: for Ubuntu Linux (x86/64 platform) and Raspbian (ARM platform). Other researchers may download them from http://www.28x28.com:81/doc/cz_array.html.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 expresses the problems of long-stream data compression for sensors. Section 3 introduces the algorithm of CZ-Array coding. Section 4 analyzes the complexities of the CZ-Array algorithm. The experiment results are given in Section 5. The conclusions are given in Section 6.
(1) Limited by the data window size; how to cover a larger scale to see more data streams for a better compression ratio?
(2) Keeping the compression ratio roughly unchanged; how to improve the speed of the compression algorithm? 2
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In our previous [3] and [4] , we have shown that a larger data window can gain a better compression ratio. In this paper, we still use the same definition of the compression ratio as follows:
D zip and D are the volumes of the compressed and original data, respectively. If the original data are not compressed, R = 0. If the compressed data are larger than the original data,
The compression algorithms can merge similar data fragments within a data window. Thus, a larger data window can see more data and have more merging opportunities. But the data window size is limited by the capacity of RAM. Although in Figure 1 the cloud platforms have plenty of RAM for large data windows, a typical heavy-node sensor has only MBs of RAM at present. Using the VM (virtual memory) to enlarge the data window is not good enough, because the flash memory is much slower than RAM.
Moreover, a heavy node may gather data streams from different lightweight nodes, and the streams may have similar data fragments. But how can a data window see more than one stream to get more merging opportunities?
For the second problem, the compression speed is important for the sensors, especially the heavy nodes. GBs of stream data have to be compressed in time, while the sensors' computing resources are finite. Cutting down the data window size to accelerate the computations is not a good way, because the compression ratio will sink evidently, which runs into the first problem again.
To solve the problems, we need to review the main related works around sensors and stream data compression.
In [3] and [4] , we have discussed current mathematic models and methods of lossless compression can be divided into 3 classes:
(1) The compression based on probabilities and statistics: typical algorithms in this class are Huffman and arithmetic coding [7] . The data window size can hardly influence the speed of such a class of compression (3) The compression based on the order and repeat of the symbols: typical algorithms in this class are BWT (Burrows-Wheeler transform) [8] , MTF (move-tofront) [9] , and RLE (run-length encoding).
The time complexity of traditional BWT coding is O(N 2 lbN), which is too slow. But current BWT algorithms have been optimized and reached O(N), including the CZ-BWT algorithm in ComZip [6] .
Moreover, we use a new method to split the data stream into blocks and rebuild them with the time complexity O(N). This is neither BWT nor MTF/RLE, but it is another way to improve the compression ratio by accommodating the data window scale. This paper focuses on it as a part of the CZ-Array algorithm.
MTF and RLE are succinct and easy to be implemented, but their compression ratios are uncompetitive in the current compression field. To achieve better compression ratio and performance, current popular compression software commonly combine different compression models and methods. Table 1 lists the features of popular compression software and ComZip.
To focus on the balance of compression ratio and speed, this paper ignores some existing methods, such as MTF, RLE, PPMd [10] , and PAQ, which have too low compression ratio or speed.
In this paper, the term "data window" refers to different data structures in each compression algorithm. If software combines multiple data windows, we take its bottleneck window as the focus. Table 2 shows the data windows in typical compression algorithms.
To enlarge the data window and improve performance, researchers try various ways. Each compression class has a different algorithm optimization. As mentioned above, Com-Zip also keeps up with the optimal algorithms of the 3 classes, but each time we cannot focus on too many points. In [6] , we have compared the time complexities of traditional BWT, BWT with SA-IS [11] , BWT with GSACA [12] , and CZ-BWT, which are current BWT studies.
The study of compression with AI (artificial intelligence) is a hopeful direction. Current researches mostly surround some special fields, such as image compression by neural networks [13] [14] [15] . Yet, it is still a problem for AI to achieve the general-field lossless compression efficiently, especially in the sensors with limited computing resources. This paper discusses the general compression, and some algorithms are more practical than AI. We may continue the study of AI algorithms as our future work.
The performance of compression is important for sensors, so the studies of parallel computing and hardware acceleration such as ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit) and FPGA (field-programmable gate array) [16] [17] [18] are valuable. A hotspot of researches is the GPU (graphics processing unit) acceleration [19] [20] [21] . But as we mentioned in [4] , the problem is the parallel threads split the data window into 3 Journal of Sensors smaller slices and then reduce the compression ratio. Exactly, this paper cares about the data window size and scale.
In [6] , we have considered the concision of CZ-BWT for hardware design, and this paper also considered the hardware implementation of CZ-Array. To enlarge the data window scale, CZ-Array follows the proposition of RAID (redundant arrays of independent disks) [22] , which was previously used for the storage capacity, the performance, and the fault tolerance. To improve the compression speed, CZ-Array draws the reference from lz4 [17] , one of the current fastest LZ algorithms based on LZ77. Both RAID and lz4 are concise, but RAID was not used for the compression before, and lz4 has small data windows and a low compression ratio.
We are arranging our work in data coding research. Table 3 shows the relationship within our work. We use the same platform: the ComZip software system. ComZip is a complex platform with unrevealed parts for the research of various coding problems, and it is still developing. To make the paper description clear, each time we can only focus on a few points. So each paper shows different details, and we call them Focus A, B, C, and D. Figure 2 shows these focuses within the platform Com-Zip. We can see that the figures in each paper have some different appearances of ComZip because different problems are considered. Typically, this paper focuses on array coding, so the green arrows in Figure 2 points to the ComZip details which are invisible in the figures of [3, 4, 6] . Besides, this paper compares the similar structure in Focus C and D: the Matching Link Builder (MLB). Despite these MLBs in CZ-BWT [6] and CZ-Array have different functions, we cover them with a similar structure, which can simplify the hardware design and save the cost.
CZ-Array Coding
3.1. Concepts of CZ-Array. The compression software Com-Zip uses the parallel pipeline named "CZ pipeline." We have introduced the framework of the CZ encoding pipeline in [4, 6] , and the reverse framework is the CZ decoding pipeline. Figure 3 is the same encoding framework, and the difference is that CZ-Array units are embedded, including (1) The BAB (block array builder), which can mix multiple data streams into a united array stream and enlarge the data window scale
(2) The MLB (matching link builder), which can improve the speed of LZ77 and BWT encoding CZ-Array combines the following methods to cover a larger data window scale and speed up the compression:
(1) CZ-Array uses the BAB to mix multiple data streams into a united array stream so that the multiple streams can be seen in the same data window
As shown in Figure 4 , no matter how long a data stream is, the compression unit can only see the part in the data window. A traditional compression algorithm in Figure 4 (a) has to treat the streams serially, which means the streams in the queue are out of the window scale and invisible. A parallel compression algorithm in Figure 4 (b) can treat multiple Journal of Sensors 5 Journal of Sensors streams to accelerate, but the window has to be divided into parts, and different parts cannot see each other; thus, the window scale is shrunk.
The window scale in Figure 4 (c) is not shrunk while CZ-Array treats multiple streams in the same window. This case implies a better compression ratio because similar parts of different streams may be seen and matched by chance. Such a chance will not appear in Figure 4 Mixing multiple streams into a united stream by BAB is fast. We got the hint from RAID [22] and implemented the BAB in the field of lossless compression. In BAB, streams are split into blocks, and the blocks are rearranged in a different sequence and then transmitted into the data window as a new stream.
(2) CZ-Array uses the MLB to make a BWT or LZ77 encoding pipeline so that the encoding speed can be optimized
The MLB can create matching links before BWT or LZ77 encoding. As shown in Figure 5 , the matching links are helpful for the fast location without bytesearching in the data stream. Figure 5 (a) shows the basic matching links, which are used in CZ-BWT. In [6] , we call them "bucket sorting links." Figure 5 (b) shows the endless matching links, which are used in LZ77 shown in Figure 5 (c).
From Figure 5 (c), we can see that the reversed string "ZYXCBA…" is the current target to be encoded. k is the basic match length. The LZ77 encoder may follow the matching link to find the maximum match length and its location, which is much faster than simply searching the data window. In the rest of this section, we will introduce the algorithms of making and following the matching links.
(3) Both BAB and MLB are concise for the hardware design so that the sensors can gain better compression performance by the acceleration of FPGA/ASIC CZ-Array algorithm is made up of several subalgorithms, such as the block array building algorithm and the matching link building algorithm. These 2 algorithms are concise and fit for the hardware design. We will provide their primary hardware design in Section 4.
BAB Coding.
The BAB benefits from the hint of RAID, although they are different in detail. Figure 6 shows the simplest scenes of RAID-0 and BAB coding. In Figure 6 (a), we suppose the serial file is written to the empty RAID-0. This file data stream is split into blocks and then written into different disks in the RAID. In Figure 6 (b), the blocks are read from these disks and then re-arranged into a serial file.
In Figure 6 (c), we assume all data streams are endless or have the same length. They are split into blocks, organized as a block array, and then arranged into a united array stream in the BAB. In Figure 6 (d), we see the reversed process: a united array stream is restored into multiple data streams.
As RAID-5 can use n + 1 blocks (n data blocks and 1 parity-check block) to obtain redundant reliability, the block array can also use m + 1 blocks (m data blocks and 1 errorcorrection-code block) for the information security. m and n are different. For example, m = 1000 and n = 4. If the compressed data stream is changed, the error-correction-code block will be found unfit for the data blocks. But this paper just cares about the compression ratio and speed, so we focus on the simplest block array, like RAID-0.
In Figure 6 , the RAID and BAB coding algorithms can easily determine the proper order of data blocks because the cases are simple and the block sizes are the same. But in practice, the data streams are more complex, such as the Journal of Sensors multiple streams with different lengths, the sudden ending stream, and the newly starting stream. Thus, the BAB coding algorithm has to treat these situations.
In the BAB encoding process, we define n as the row amount of the data block array; B as the size of a block; A as the amount of original data streams (to be encoded); Stream[i] as the data stream with ID i (i = 0, 1, ⋯, A − 1);
. Figure 6 shows the simplest situation n = A. But in practice, the data window size is limited, so this n cannot be too large. Otherwise, the data in the window may be overdis-persed and decrease the compression ratio. Hence, n < A is usual, and each stream (to be encoded/decoded) has 2 status: active and inactive. A stream under the BAB coding (especially in the block array rows) is active, while a stream in the queue (outside of the rows) is inactive.
As shown in Figure 7 , we divide the situations into 2 cases to simplify the algorithm design:
( Data window (LZ77 sliding window) 7 Journal of Sensors the beginning of the compression. Each file is regarded as a data stream, and the XML document stores the files' catalog As shown in Figure 7 (a), this case indicates all the streams are ready and none is absent during the encoding process. So the algorithm can use a fixed amount n to encode the streams. When an active stream ends, a new inactive stream in the queue will connect this end. It is a seamless connection in the same block. And in the decompression process, streams can be separated by Stream[i].length.
(2) Case 2: Stream[i].length and A are unknown before encoding. For example, the sensors send video streams occasionally. If a sensor stops the current stream and then continues, we regard the continued stream as a new one As shown in Figure 7 (b), this case indicates the realtime stream amount A is dynamic, and each length is unknown until Stream[i] ends. So the algorithm has a maximum amount Nx and maintains the dynamic amount n. When an active stream ends, n − 1. When n < Nx, the algorithm will try to get a new inactive stream in the queue to add to the empty array row. If it succeeds, n + 1.
The different cases in Figure 7 lead to different block structures. A block in Figure 7 (a) contains pure data, while a block in Figure 7 (b) has the structure shown in Table 4 , which has a block header before the payload data. We design this block header to provide information for the BAB decoding algorithm so that it can separate the streams properly.
To focus on the accurate problems around compression ratio and speed, this paper skips the implement for Case 2 Journal of Sensors and discusses the algorithms for Case 1 only. Algorithms 1 and 2 show the BAB encoding and decoding for case 1.
To make the algorithm description clear, the implementing details are omitted. For example, since each stream length are known in Case 1, Algorithms 1 and 2 simply take the length control for granted: If the current stream ends, the input/output procedure will get the actual data length only, even if the fixed block length B is wanted.
MLB and LZ77
Encoding. The MLBs can accelerate BWT and LZ77 encoding. We have introduced CZ-BWT encoding in [6] , which actually includes the MLB algorithm in its phase 1. This paper just focuses on the other MLB algorithm and LZ77 encoding with matching links.
As shown in Figure 5 (b), the MLB can use a bucket array to make endless matching links, such as the "ACO" link and "XYZ" link, and then provide them to the LZ77 encoder. Figure 5 (c) shows the example of string matching in the LZ77 encoder. Following the "XYZ" link, we can see 2 matching points: 4 bytes matching and 5 bytes matching.
More details about these algorithms are shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b). There are 2 phases in our LZ77 encoding: (Figure 8(a) ) building the matching links in the MLB and ( Figure 8(b) ) each time following a matching link to find the maximum matching length in LZ77 encoder. So, the outputting length/index code-words come from these maximum matching lengths and the corresponding matching point positions. When a matching point cannot be found, a single character code-word is outputted.
In Figure 8 (a), the data stream and its matching links can be endless. But in practice, the data window is limited by the RAM of the sensor. While the data stream passes through, the data window slides in the stream buffer, and the parts of data out of the buffer will lose information so that we cannot follow the matching links beyond the data window. Cutting the links is slow, but we may simply distinguish whether the link pointer has exceeded the window bound.
To locate the data window sliding on the stream buffer, we define the "straight" string s in the window as follows: 
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In [6] , we have built the matching links for CZ-BWT, which are also called "bucket sorting links." Now, we build the matching links for LZ77 on buf. Figure 8 shows the example of the "XYZ" link, and we see 3 matching points in it. The bucket array has 256 3 link headers, and all links are endless. We define the structure of the links and their headers as follows:
k is the fixed match length of each matching point in the links. In the example of Figure 5 , k = 3 for "ACO" and "XYZ". i is the plain position in Equations (3) and (4) . We can see link[i] stores the distance (i.e., relative position) of the next matching point. Be aware that if the next matching point is out of the window bound, link[i] stores a useless value. The algorithm can distinguish this condition: Let the value null = M, if i -link[i]<0, link[i] is expired. Figure 8(b) shows the fast string matching by following the matching links. We can see the reversed string "ZYXCBA…" starting in s½N gets 2 matching points: reversed "ZYXC" and "ZYXCB," with the matching lengths 4 and 5.
The data stream may be very long or endless, while the stream buffer is finite; thus, the data window sliding on this buffer will reach the edge buf[M − 1]. We can move the data window back to buf[0], but it is slow. So, we assume this buffer is a "cycle" string buf[0...M − 1], which has the following feature:
Then, Equation (2) is changed and extended into a congruent modulus equation: 
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As M = 2N, the data window always occupies half of the stream buffer, and the fresh stream data fill the other half. To simplify the algorithm description, this paper hides the implementing detail of Equation (6) but takes for granted that Equation (5) is working.
Following the matching links is not fast enough and needs further acceleration. Seeking all the matching points along a link for the maximum matching length consumes too much time, yet most of the attempts fail to increase the matching length. So, we propose a configurable parameter sight to control the matching times and observe that LZ77 encoding speeds up evidently while the compression ratio decreased slightly.
Algorithm 3 shows the MLB coding, including the matching link building and LZ77 encoding. And we can use a common LZ77 decoding algorithm without matching links.
Analyses of CZ-Array Algorithm
The CZ-Array algorithm includes BAB encoding/decoding and MLB encoding. And MLB decoding is unnecessary because MLB encoding is just creating matching links to accelerate LZ77 encoding. We may refer to RAID-0 in the analyses of BAB coding, and we may compare LZ77 with MLB encoding and the other typical LZ algorithms in some popular compression software such as 7-zip/p7zip, gzip, and lz4.
Time Complexities
4.1.1. BAB Coding. In practice, RAID-0 is very fast, and its algorithm is simple. The key factors of its performance are N and n. N is the input/output data stream length, and n is the disk amount of RAID-0. We regard n as a constant. 
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So the time complexity of RAID-0 encoding/decoding is OðN/nÞ = OðNÞ.
As shown in Algorithms 1 and 2 and Figure 6 , BAB coding is similar to RAID-0. The difference is BAB coding has to treat multiple streams with different lengths, but this operation is also fast and does not influence the performance. So the time complexity of BAB coding is also O(N). We can expect the practical BAB coding is as fast as RAID.
MLB and LZ77
Encoding. As shown in Algorithm 3 and Figure 8 , we can divide the algorithm into 2 parts: Phase (a) is building the matching links, and Phase (b) is LZ77 encoding with matching links.
Phase (a) is similar to Phase 1 of CZ-BWT encoding in [6] . We have discussed the time complexity of bucket sorting is O(N) in [6] . N is the data window (BWT block) size. So Phase (a) also has the time complexity O(N).
With the aid of matching links, Phase (b) is faster than the traditional LZ77 algorithm. According to the principle of LZ77 compression [5] , the key computation of LZ77 encoding is the string matching, which determines the encoding speed. The traditional LZ77 encoding has the complexity of time O(N 2 ) because it has to find the matching points by seeking the data window, a byte after another.
The software gzip also uses matching links to accelerate the LZ77 encoding, but each time it traces a whole link to find all matching points in the data window, so the time complexity is still O(N 2 ). While 7-zip uses binary trees for LZSS encoding. Seeking a binary tree is faster than tracing a 
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Journal of Sensors matching link, so the time complexity of 7-zip (LZSS) encoding is O(NlbN).
We have a faster way in Phase (b) of Algorithm 3. A configurable parameter sight is used to control the amount of the applicable matching points in each link. Then we need not trace the whole matching link. Take sight = 10 for example, each time only the first 10 matching points in the link are inspected to find their maximum matching length. In practice, we regard sight as a constant, so the time complexity of ComZip (LZ77) encoding is Oðsight NÞ = OðNÞ.
As we have investigated, lz4 is one of the fastest parallel compression software of the LZ series. It has the top speed because each time it just inspects a single matching point, and it makes full use of the CPU cache. Then, we may roughly regard lz4 as a fast LZ77 with the short matching links of sight = 1. The time complexity of lz4 encoding is also O(N).
In [6] , we have discussed bzip2 (BWT) encoding has the time complexity O(N 2 lbN). hash table) . So, the space complexity of gzip (LZ77) encoding is O(N). And lz4 is a multithread parallel compression software. Each thread has a 64 KB data window and needs the RAM 1.25 N (N for window buffer, and 0.25 N for 16 KB hash table). So the space complexity of lz4 encoding is O(pN). p is the amount of the parallel threads. In [6] , we have discussed bzip2 (BWT) encoding needs the RAM 2.5 N. It has the time complexity O(N).
Space
Both 7-zip and ComZip support multithread parallel compression, and they also support the large data window at the GB level. Each thread of 7-zip (LZSS) encoding needs the RAM 9.5 N (mainly for the binary tree). So, the space complexity of 7-zip (LZSS) encoding is O(pN).
ComZip needs the RAM for the window buffer, matching links, and link headers. In Figure 8 , the stream buffer is a dual window buffer and needs the RAM 2 N, but in ComZip we have optimized the dynamic RAM usage which needs 1 − 2 N. The matching links need the RAM 4 N (supporting 2 GB data window) or 5 N (supporting 512 GB). The link headers form a bucket array with 256 k elements. If k = 3, a bucket array needs the RAM 64 MB (supporting 2 GB data window) or 80 MB (supporting 512 GB), which can be ignored if the data window is larger than 16 MB. In summary, ComZip (LZ77) encoding needs the RAM 5-7 N, so it has the space complexity O(N).
Compression Ratios.
The LZ series compression bases on the string matching. So the compression ratio depends on the matching opportunities and maximum matching length of each matching point. If a matching point goes out of the data window, it cannot contribute to the compression ratio.
BAB coding rebuilds the data stream so that the multiple streams can be seen in the same data window. If the streams are similar, many matching points will benefit the compression ratio. But if the streams are completely different, the compression ratio will slightly decrease, like the effect of reducing the data window size. These results were observed in the data experiments, and we may infer an experimental rule: a closer matching point may have a larger matching length.
The data in practice are complex, so we need to do various data experiments for this rule modeling. This paper just takes a simple example to explain these BAB effects. According to Equation (1) and Figure 4 , we assume D zip has the following trend:
N is the data window size. When BAB mixes n streams, the data window size for each stream is N/n. Then, Equation (7) becomes
We regard N as a constant in this example. Then, Equation (8) becomes
Equation (9) infers that the compression ratio will slightly decrease if the streams in the block array are completely different. But if the streams are similar, as a simple example we may assume D zip has the following trend:
The effects of Equations (9) and (10) get together, the results will show the main factor Equation (10), which infers the compression ratio will increase.
We may still use Equation (7) as an example to estimate the compression ratio limited by the data window size, but we should also consider the influence of the compression format. The 32 KB window of gzip is far away from the 1 GB data window of 7-zip, but the length/index code-word of gzip is short, which helps to improve the compression ratio. After all, the size of 32 KB is too small, we may expect the compression ratio of gzip is the lowest in our experiments. But the results show lz4 is the lowest.
Lz4 is designed for high-speed parallel compression. Each compression thread has an independent 64 KB data window. But to reach the time complexity of O(N), each time in the LZ encoding it tries only one matching point, which will lose the remainder of matching opportunities in the window. As a contrast, gzip tries all the matching points in the 32 KB 13 Journal of Sensors window, and it also has Huffman coding, so its compression ratio is higher than lz4.
Although bzip2 uses BWT encoding instead of the LZ series, we may still use the example of Equation (7), which is supported by the experiment results. Because the data windows of gzip, lz4, and bzip2 are all small, their compression ratios are uncompetitive. And if they use larger windows, their compression speed will slow down.
7-zip and ComZip have the advantage of large data windows in the level of GB, so their compression ratios are high. And both of them support multithread parallel compression for high speed. But we ought to consider the RAM consumption of the multiple threads. If the RAM of a sensor is limited, can it still support the large window for a high compression ratio?
Like the behavior of lz4, 7-zip also uses independent data windows for the parallel threads. As mentioned above, 7-zip (LZSS) encoding has space complexity O(pN). For example, if it uses p = 16 threads, and each thread uses the N = 512 MB window, the total window size is pN = 8 GB. On the other hand, if the RAM limits the total window size to pN = 512 MB, the independent window for each thread is only N = 32 MB. So the parallel 7-zip encoding decreases the compression ratio by N.
ComZip shares a whole data window for all parallel threads. If the total window size is N = 512 MB, each (LZ77) encoding thread can make full use of the 512 MB window. So the parallel encoding of ComZip can keep the high compression ratio.
Moreover, ComZip (LZ77) encoding has the time complexity O(N), which implies it has the latent capacity to enlarge the data window for a higher compression ratio, without obvious rapid speed loss. As a contrast, 7-zip (LZSS) encoding has the time complexity O(NlbN).
ComZip uses sight to control the amount of the applicable matching points for high speed and skips the matching link remainder. This will decrease the compression ratio slightly, but we can enlarge either N or sight to cover this loss. Table 5 shows the comparison of CZ-Array and other LZ/BWT encoding of these popular compression software. As shown in Figure 6 , BAB and RAID coding are alike. In practice, the hardware of the RAID controller is mature and fast, which may benefit the BAB hardware implementation. Figure 9 shows the primary hardware design of BAB. The encoder uses a multiplexer to mix the data streams, and the decoder uses a demultiplexer to divide the united array stream. The accumulators count the clock. When a block is outputted, the multiplexer/demultiplexer will switch to the next data stream. This is the primary design that can merely treat the data streams with the same length. The implementation of Algorithms 1 and 2 needs additional logic circuits for the situation control. Figure 10 shows the primary hardware design of MLB. To show the design clearly, we use 3 blocks of RAM. But in practice, we can use the same block of RAM and divide it into 3 data areas by the address. This is also the primary design, and the implementation of Algorithm 3 Phase (a) needs additional design in detail. For example, this design cannot stop and reset the accumulator when it goes out of the data window.
In the view of hardware, both Figures 9 and 10 are succinct and easy to optimize the hardware speed.
Experiment Results
In [3, 4, 6] , we have done some experiments to compare ComZip and other compression software, but they are in different versions and different cases. This paper focuses on CZ-Array and compares ComZip with p7zip (the Linux version of 7-zip), bzip2, lz4, and gzip. These compression software are popular, and a lot of other compression software have compared with them. We may just compare ComZip with them because the comparison with others can be estimated.
In this paper, we use the parameter "-9" for gzip and lz4 to gain their maximum compression ratio. For ComZip itself, we use n = 4 to test BAB coding and then use n = 1 to simulate ComZip without BAB. This is workable by modifying the parameter "column" in the configuration file "cz.ini". We also use sight = 20 and B = 1 MB by modifying the parameter "sight" and "cluster." We find 4 public files to simulate the data streams, and thank the developers of the OpenWRT project. Table 6 shows these files. They can be downloaded from http://downloads .openwrt.org/ The experiments in this paper are on 2 hardware platforms: x86/64 and ARM. Their performances may provide references to the future and current heavy sensor nodes. The operating systems of both experiment platforms are Linux. We still provide ComZip on the website, but the port is changed into 81. Researchers may use it to do more experiments with new data. It can be downloaded from http:// www.28x28.com:81/doc/cz_array.html 5.1. Tests on x86/64 Platform. This platform is a common desktop computer with the following equipment: AMD Ryzen 2700X 8-core and 16-thread CPU, 64 GB DDR4 RAM, 250 GB SSD (solid state disk) and Ubuntu Linux 16.04 (x64). We regard this computer as a future high-end mobile sensor because the carrier's motor can provide enough energy. The software versions are ComZip v20180421 (64b), p7zip v16.02, bzip2 v1.0.6, lz4 v1.8.3, and gzip v1.6. And to enhance the efficiency of matching links, ComZip uses k = 3:25 in this experiment, which means the bucket array in Figure 8 has matching strings with 26b instead of 24b. Table 7 and Figure 11 show the relationship of the compressed file size D zip and the data window size N. From Equation (1), we can find that this relationship is virtually the relationship of the compression ratio and N. Table 8 and Figure 12 show the relationship between the compression/decompression time and N. Figure 12 hides the decompression time because we have not optimized the decompression of ComZip yet. The current decompression program is just to verify the compression algorithms of Com-Zip are correct, so it may be slower than other software. We focus on the compression performance first, and the optimization of decompression for ComZip is our future work.
In Figure 11 and Table 7 , we observe that p7zip (N = 512 MB) has the highest compression ratio R, but we ought to know its total window size. In this experiment, p7zip has 16 parallel compression threads. If Table 7 shows N = 512 MB, the total window size is 8 GB. On the other hand, we may compare the compression ratios of ComZip (N = 512 MB) So, we may consider ComZip with BAB has the best compression ratio among these software, and lz4 has the worst R owing to the 64 KB small window and the single matching point algorithm. We also observe the compression ratio of ComZip with BAB is obviously higher than that without BAB. But when N = 128 MB or larger, ComZip gains the almost same compression ratio, despite whether it uses BAB. The reason is that the window is large enough to see 2 data streams or more, which has the same effect as BAB coding. Another special point is in N = 1 MB, ComZip also gains the almost same compression ratio, because B = N leads to the invisible blocks for each other and useless BAB coding.
According to the compression speed shown in Figure 12 and Table 8 , ComZip without BAB (N = 512 MB) is the fastest, while ComZip with BAB (N = 512 MB) and lz4 are very close to it. Both lz4 and ComZip have the advantages of compression speed because they have the time complexity O(N). But we observe abnormal curves which show ComZip with a small N is slower than itself with a large N. The reason is the large N brings more matching opportunities and decreases the total encoding operations.
The curve of p7zip is complex. When N < 16 MB, p7zip compression is also fast. But when N is between 16 and 64 MB, its speed decreases rapidly and fits the time complexity O(NlbN). When N = 128 MB, the window can see 2 data streams and brings lots of matching opportunities, which changes the trend of O(NlbN). When N = 512 MB, the speed decreases rapidly again because the memory requirement for data windows (16 * 9.5N) exceeds the RAM (64 GB), and the VM (virtual memory) is used. Fortunately, the VM in SSD is faster than that in HDD (hard disk driver). As a contrast, ComZip can use 64 GB RAM to build a 10 GB data window (6N).
The compression ratios and speeds of gzip and bzip2 are all uncompetitive, so this paper simply provides their results.
Above all, the experiment results on this x86/64 platform show that CZ-Array in ComZip has the following advantages to use large data windows: high compression ratio and speed, shared window, and efficient RAM consumption. ComZip with BAB can have the highest compression ratio and speed among these software, which is practical for the long-stream data compression.
Moreover, the experimental data are virtual router image files of OpenWRT, and the results infer that CZ-Array in ComZip has the latent capacity to compress quantities of virtual machine files in the cloud platform with good performance.
Tests on ARM Platform.
This platform is a popular Raspberry Pi 3B+ with the following equipment: ARM Cortex-A53 4-core CPU, 1 GB DDR2 RAM, 32 GB Micro SDXC (SD eXtended Capacity), and Raspbian Linux 9. We regard this Raspberry Pi as a current heavy node of mobile sensors which is inexpensive. The software versions are: ComZip v20180421 (32b), p7zip v16.02, bzip2 v1.0.6, lz4 v1.8.3, and gzip v1.6. In this experiment, ComZip uses k = 3. Table 9 and Figure 13 show the relationship of the compressed file size D zip and the data window size N. Table 10 and Figure 14 show the relationship of the compression/decompression time and N. Figure 11 : Compressed file size and data window size in Table 7 . can use N = 64 MB (p = 1). p is the number of parallel compression threads. And p7zip can only support N = 32 MB (p = 2) and N = 16 MB (p = 4), and the larger N cannot work. Table 8 . Figure 13 : Compressed file size and data window size in Table 9 . Figure 12 and Table 9 show that in this experiment p7zip cannot reach N = 128 MB, so its compression ratio does not keep up with that of ComZip with BAB. Then, ComZip with BAB has the best compression ratio, and lz4 has the worst.
In Figure 14 and Table 10 , we observe that lz4 is the fastest, and ComZip with BAB is the second fastest. We estimate the reason may be that the CPU cache of ARM is small, which fits the small 64 KB data window of lz4 to exhibit the performance. And to ComZip, the 4-core CPU limits the performance of the parallel CZ encoding pipeline.
The curve of p7zip is complex. When N is between 2 and 8 MB, the larger N brings more matching opportunities and benefits the speed, and the RAM is sufficient to support p = 4. When N = 32 MB (p = 2) and N = 64 MB (p = 1), the speed falls seriously because the compression threads are reduced. Again, this paper simply provides the results of gzip and bzip2 as the comparison.
Above all, the experiment results on this ARM platform also show that CZ-Array in ComZip has a high compression ratio and speed. Especially in the limited RAM of a sensor, in these software, only ComZip with BAB can see 2 streams or more in the data window, and its shared window brings efficient RAM consumption. On this platform, ComZip with BAB can have the largest data window, highest compression ratio, and the second fastest speed among these software, which is practical for the long-stream data compression.
From all of the above experiment results, we can get some support about the advantages of CZ-Array: large and shared window and efficient RAM consumption, high compression ratio and speed contrasting to the other popular compression software. And these results provide some references to the performance of CZ-Array running on x86/64 and ARM platforms, which may infer the feasibilities and practicalities of using CZ-Array in the future and current sensors.
Based on the current results, we may continue the research in the following points as our future works:
(1) Analyzing the relationship between the compression ratio and the matching opportunities (2) Enhancing the MLB and LZ77 coding to obtain a better compression ratio (3) Optimizing the decompression algorithms of Com-Zip for better speed (4) Accelerating the encoding/decoding with GPU, ASIC or other hardware equipment
Conclusions
The rapid expansion of IoT leads to numerous sensors, which generate massive data and bring the challenges of data transmission and storage. A desirable way for this requirement is stream data compression, which can treat long-stream data in the limited memory of a sensor. But the problems of long-stream compression in the sensors still exist. Owing to the limited computation resources of each sensor, enlarging the data window without a rapid decrease of the encoding/decoding speed is a problem. Compressing multiple data streams and seeing them in the same window limited by a sensor's RAM is another problem. If Table 10 .
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To solve these problems, this paper presents the CZ-Array algorithm, a block-split coding algorithm including BAB and MLB coding. CZ-Array is implemented in the shareware ComZip. It supports the data window up to 512 GB currently, which meets the requirements of longstream data compression.
The analyses indicate that CZ-Array encoding has the time complexity O(N), which exceeds 7-zip and keeps up with lz4, one of the currently fastest compression software. The space complexity of CZ-Array encoding is also O(N), which exceeds 7-zip and lz4 in the multithread parallel compression. So the compression ratio of CZ-Array with the large data window can be high. The primary hardware design of BAB and MLB infers that the hardware acceleration for CZ-Array is relatively easy to realize.
The experiment results support that if CZ-Array in Com-Zip treats multiple streams with similar data it has the ability to obtain the best compression ratio and the fastest or second fastest compression speed, in the comparison with the popular compression software: p7zip, bzip2, lz4, and gzip. And these results provide references to the performance of CZ-Array running on x86/64 and ARM platforms, which may infer that it is feasible and practical to use CZ-Array in the future and current sensors.
On the other hand, these experiment results also provide some proof of the weakness in CZ-Array. Comparing to p7zip, the compression ratio of ComZip without BAB is not high enough. The reason is the parameter sight limits the matching opportunities.
